Domain VI of Escherichia coli 23 S ribosomal RNA. Structure, assembly and function.
Domain VI at the 3' end of the 23 S ribosomal RNA from Escherichia coli was prepared using the in vitro T7 RNA polymerase system. Its structure was examined by probing with ribonucleases and chemical reagents, including a psoralen derivative, of various nucleotide specificities, using a reverse transcriptase procedure for analysis. The data provided support for the most recent secondary structure derived from phylogenetic sequence comparisons and for additional structuring that was inferred from earlier experimental data. Moreover, the structure was essentially the same in the free domain, in renatured 23 S RNA and in 50 S subunits. Protein L3 bound to the isolated domain and its binding site was located at a long-range double helix containing a large internal loop. This structure is unusual for a protein-RNA binding site and it may characterize a new (third) class of site. Protein L3 has been implicated, together with L24, in initiating assembly of the 50 S subunit and it shares the exceptional property with L24 that it binds adjacent to the junction of two RNA domains from where it can maximally influence RNA folding. Protein L6 also assembled to domain VI and, in a control experiment, protein L2 bound to isolated domain IV. Domain VI was largely inaccessible in the 50 S subunit and the few accessible RNA sites occurred mainly within conserved sequence regions that constitute potential functional sites. alpha-Sarcin inactivates ribosomes by cutting at one of these sites in 50 S subunits; it also recognized the same site in the free 23 S RNA and in the free domain. Both the EF-Tu ternary complex, and the EF-G ternary complex stabilized by fusidic acid or by a non-hydrolyzable GTP derivative, inhibited alpha-sarcin attack while non-enzymatically bound tRNA did not, thus providing evidence, more direct than before, for the involvement of the RNA region in a common elongation factor binding site.